
 

 

 

20 October 2020 

 

To Whom it May Concern 

 

Letter of Recommendation – Historic Places Aotearoa – New Zealand Heritage Plaque Project 

 

Blue Plaques are synonymous throughout the world with history and heritage.  The plaque is the 

display for short heritage stories on prominent places, telling a little bit of its past. 

 

In New Zealand there have been a number of past attempts to establish and display plaques of 

history and heritage and as a result there are many versions across the country.   

 

Historic Places Aotearoa has trialled and perfected Blue Plaques through the efforts of Historic 

Places Mid Canterbury, who established the New Zealand Heritage Plaques Project. 

 
As well as giving a short history of the building, informing locals and visitors about its particular 
historical significance, the New Zealand Heritage Plaque aims to increase the prominence of New 
Zealand’s historic buildings, encouraging increased awareness of local history and supporting the 
retention of existing heritage assets. They also assist in reinforcing the importance and value of 
these buildings to the local community and help foster a desire to protect and maintain the unique 
local history and identity. 
 

It has been agreed by Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga and Historic Places Aotearoa that there 

will be one provider and coordinator of ‘blue plaques’ into the future and this will be Historic Places 

Aotearoa. 

 

We at Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga offer our unconditional reference and support for the 

New Zealand Heritage Plaque project and acknowledge the willingness of Historic Places Aotearoa to 

take on the lead resposnibility. 

 

We encourage all heritage interested owners and Councils to explore the validity of a New Zealand 

Heritage Plaque for their properties.  Their stories of heritage will be recognised and valued for the 

years to come in a unique and internationally recognised way. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 
Andrew Coleman 

Chief Executive  

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

 


